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Abstract. As PDES (Parallel and Discrete Event Simulation) applications become larger and more 
complex, program test for these applications becomes quite difficult. Current test approaches 
mainly rely on adding test code into program manually to record model data and to execute the 
given test cases, which are quite time-consuming. To solve this problem, a test method PDES-TCG 
based on RUM (PDES Test Code Generation) is proposed, which can be used to generate 
executable test code and insert them into application programs automatically. The test code can 
record run-time data of simulation models and test simulation entities with given test cases. The 
method is validated using a simple PDES application. 

Introduction 
PDES[1] applications usually contain multiple simulation entities, entity contains multiple 

simulation models, besides there are interactions between the entities. These conditions make 
applications very complex, so program errors are inevitable, program testing must be carried out to 
discover these errors. How to find these errors are the most concerned issues for testers. Adding test 
code into programs is a common method. Ideally, the proportion of test code and production code is 
1: 1[2]. Adding test code manually will increase test workload, automatic generation of test code 
can be an effective solution to this problem. Test code generation technology has made some 
achievements, however the current study pay little attention on PDES application.  

Reusable simulation model development Specification RUM[3] can reduce the difficulty of 
model integration and improve the development efficiency of PDES application. In addition, RUM 
provides a basis for automatic code generation of simulation models. 

This paper proposes a test method for PDES application based on RUM called PDES-TCG, 
which can be used to generate executable test code automatically and insert them into the 
simulation program. PDES-TCG can be used as a general PDES application test method. In this 
paper, the method will be described by PDES application developed in C ++ language. Test code 
contains two sections: 

1. Data Recording Code (DRC): The correctness of simulation program requires that all model 
state data is correct. Therefore, test code should be able to save all model run-time data, 
including the initialization, input and output data of models, into files or database to facilitate 
testers to verify whether there are any errors or not. 

2. Test Case Execution Code (TCEC): Given a test case, TCEC can be generated by 
PDES-TCG automatically according to this case, used to verify whether the simulation 
results are in line with expectations. 

The paper is organized as follows. The second section describes RUM. The third section is 
related work. The fourth section introduces PDES-TCG. The next 5 sections are used to describe the 
five phases of PDES-TCG in detail. The last section concludes the paper work.  

RUM 
Yao and Zhu et al. [3] proposed a reusable model development specification - RUM, as shown in 

figure 1, which defines the interface of model initialization, input data and output data etc. RUM 
can improve PDES application development efficiency and provide basis for automatic testing. The 
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specification has been applied in a number of projects and achieved good results.  

 

Fig.1. RUM described in C++ language 

Related Work 
After years of development, program testing technology has been mature, but little research is 

special for PDES applications. 
There are some parallel discrete event simulation platforms, such as SPEEDS (Synchronous 

Parallel Environment for Emulation and Discrete Event Simulation)[4][5]、GTW(Georgia tech Time 
Warp)[6][7]、YHSUPE (YinHe Simulation Utilities for Parallel Environment)[8] etc. These 
platforms provide efficient runtime environments for PDES applications, but depending on manual 
test. 

Xu[9] proposed a tool, ISTA (Integration and System Test Automation), for automated 
generation of executable test code by using high-level Petri nets as finite state test models. The 
input to ISTA should follow MID specification, consisting of a Predicate/Transition net, a MIM 
(model-implementation mapping), and HC (helper code). However it would cost a lot to achieve 
MID for PDES application. 

FTS [10], FedProxy [11] and other HLA federate testing tools have been very mature. However, 
the coupling degree among PDES entities is closer than that among HLA federates, and the 
operation object should be recognized when an event is scheduled. Besides, there is no specification 
of information interaction methods and types among simulation entities. So current federate testing 
techniques cannot be used to test simulation entities directly and cannot be used for PDES 
application test either. 
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PDES-TCG 
PDES-TCG can be described as consisting of five phases. The first phase is to obtain the custom 

data structures in models. The second phase is to obtain model parameters in simulation entities, 
and the models should be developed following RUM. These parameters consist of model 
initialization data parameters, input data parameters and output data parameters. The third phase is 
to generate data recording code and insert them into application programs. The fourth phase is to 
extract test data from given test case XML file. The fifth phase is to generate test case execution 
code.  

 

Fig.2. PDES-TCG flow chart  

Custom Data Structure Extraction 
Models in PDES application usually contain some custom data structures. This phase is to obtain 

all custom data structures in models. Here a special CA (code analyzer) should be developed 
according to model code specification. By scanning model code files, CA can extract these data 
structures automatically. For simulation models developed by C ++ language, custom data 
structures are declared in header files in general, so CA should scan the header files. 

CA mainly consists of a lexical analyzer and a parser, used to locate custom data structure 
declaration sections. If models are developed by C ++ language, Lexical analyzer is a C ++ lexical 
analyzer. Here the parser is equivalent to a lightweight C ++ parser. Its grammar rules are simple, 
only containing data structure declaration rules, such as struct declaration in C ++. When extracted, 
custom data structures will be stored in a string vector S, including data structure name, names and 
types of internal members, taking data structure name as index.  

Model Parameters Extraction 
PDES application consists of simulation entities, entity contains event. Model is scheduled in 

event, so model instance and model parameters are declared in simulation entity. This phase is to 
extract model data parameters automatically by scanning the simulation entity code files. Here the 
CA mentioned before need to be reused, adding parameter declaration rules into the grammar rules 
of parser. When identifying a parameter, CA can determine whether it is a model parameter by 
querying its data structure name in vector S. If the parameter belongs to model data parameters, its 
name and data structure name are stored in string vector V, taking parameter name as index. 
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When simulation models are developed following RUM, it can be directly discriminated that 
which parameters corresponding to model initialization data parameters, input data parameters or 
output data parameters. Therefore, RUM specification is great helpful for automatic generation of 
test code. 

Generate Data Recording Code 
Model data recording code is used to record the values of model parameters and save them into 

files during program execution, including initialization, input and output data. By examining these 
files, testers can check out whether simulation result is true or not. Each parameter corresponds to a 
TXT file or a database table.  

For simulation objects developed in C ++ language, data recording code consist of two parts, 
declaration part and execution part. If we want save data into files, so declaration part should 
include file pointers and file operation functions declaration. One file pointer corresponds to one 
parameter. File operation functions are used to write the values of parameters into files according to 
its data structure. File operation functions can be used as methods of simulation entities. Execution 
part is to open a TXT file with a file pointer and write values into files by calling file operation 
functions.  

Parse Test Case XML File 
Test cases are commonly used to test application program. When PDES application has 

integrated all simulation entities, the input field is the initialization data for all simulation entities. 
Given that XML file has a clear hierarchy, using XML file to store test case makes test data 
extraction easy. The internal structure of test case XML file is shown in figure 3. Test case contains 
all the initialization and expected output data of each entity. The same event in one entity may be 
scheduled multiple times at different simulation time during the simulation runtime, so the entity 
will generate output data repeatedly. Simulation time must be considered when comparing expected 
output data with the actual output data of entities. That is why the output data in test case files 
should be bound to simulation time. 

According to the XML file structure, we can design an XML parser to extract the test data of 
each entity and save them into a string vector T, taking entity number as index. 

 

Fig.3. Test case template based on RUM 
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Generate Test Case Execution Code 
When using a test case to test application, it will cost a lot to add the assignment code and 

comparison code into the simulation entity code manually. Generating code automatically will be an 
effective solution. According to RUM specification, Initialize function is used to transfer 
initialization data to model instance by parameters, while GetOutputData function transfers the 
output data of model to model output parameters. 

When scanning to Initialization function, data structure name can be obtained by querying the 
parameter name in vector V, as well as data structure detail information by querying vector S. 
According to the entity number, test data can be obtained from vector T. All these information can 
be used to generate test case execution code automatically. Code can be divided into two parts, 
initialization assignment code and output data comparison code. The former is responsible for 
assigning the initialization data extracted from test case to the model initialization parameters. The 
latter compares the expected output data with model output parameters.  

Validation 
A simple PDES application was accomplished on parallel discrete event simulation engine 

YHSUPE. The application contains a simulation entity, the entity contains a self-scheduled event, 
and a Car model instance is called in the event. For the model, the initial data is starting position 
and velocity, output data is the latest position. The total simulation time was 10, and the event was 
scheduled once every 1 simulation time, then the position data of car model instance was updated 
per simulation time. Based on PDES-TCG, we achieved a tool used to generate test code for PDES 
application. With this tool, data recording code can be generated directly. Besides a test case is 
given, containing the initial data and expected output data, test case execution code can also be 
generated. Experiment results show that test code can correctly record output data of the model, as 
well as determine whether the actual output data is in line with the expected output data from test 
case in specified time. As shown in figure 4, the red code section belongs to test code. 

   
 (a) data recording code       (b) test case example     (c) test case execution code 

Fig.4. experiment results 

Conclusion 
This paper proposes a method PDES-TCG for PDES application program testing. First, the 

importance of automatic test code generation for PDES application was summarized. Second, we 
listed the limitations of existing test code generation tools and methods when used for PDES 
application, and concluded that existing test code generation methods could not apply to PDES 
application directly. Next, we proposed a method PDES-TCG based on RUM, which can be used to 
generate executable test code and insert them into application programs automatically. The test code 
can record run-time data of simulation models and test simulation entities with given test cases. At 
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last, PDES-TCG was validated with a simple PDES application. We achieved a tool base on 
PDES-TCG, which generated test code for the application correctly and inserted them into program 
files. Given the current testing status of PDES application test, most of the work is done manually. 
Therefore, this method has great practicability and can significantly improve test efficiency in some 
extent. 
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